Abstract: in recent years, Procedural Content Generation (PCG) has become a popular alternative for creating video games content. In this paper, we attempt to create a PCG for valid video game racing tracks while optimizing the fun they give to players. To achieve this, we represent a racing track as a sequence of parameterized segments, evaluate it using a multi objective fitness function, and then search for the optimum track by using search algorithms. Two search algorithms are used as alternatives to compare the effect it has on the racing tracks generated. The result we report show that the tracks generated can successfully match the validity criteria of being closed, continuous, and non-intersecting. More than that, they can also successfully create a certain degree of fun for players, according to data acquired from a questionnaire given to testers.
Introduction
Procedural Content Generation (PCG) has become an increasingly popular alternative for content generation in recent years, especially in video games. As a method for generating content, the main focus for developing PCG has evolved from simple data compression to the more complex content optimization. Spurred also by the successes of games that makes use of PCG such as Mojang's Minecraft 1 and Gearbox's Borderlands 2 , researches on PCG are also increasing in numbers and varieties. Examples of such researches are PCG for dungeons generation [1] and PCG for maze-like game levels [2] , among many other.
One particular application for PCG is to generate race tracks. Race tracks are one of the more challenging and interesting content to generate and optimize due to its various limitations. Judging from the number of racing video games released (or about to be) in 2015 (Need for Speed 3 , Project CARS 4 , and many more), it's also still a highly relevant and useful content to generate. Several researches regarding race track creation has been done in the past [3] [4] [5] , each with its own strengths and weaknesses. In this research, we try a slightly different approach in procedural race tracks generation in hope of generating race tracks that will produce an optimized fun experience when played inside a video game.
The term 'search-based PCG' is coined by Togelius in his paper about the taxonomy of PCG [6] . A search-based PCG refers to a special case of generate-and-test PCG. A generateand-test PCG is a PCG that doesn't directly dishes out content it generates, but instead tests the content first using a test function. Depending on the test result, the PCG can either accept the content or reject it and create new contents. A search-based PCG is a test-and -generate PCG that satisfies two criteria.
Instead of simply accepting or rejecting content, the test function of a search-based PCG assigns a real value that measures the acceptability of the content. This value is often called fitness, and the function that produces it is called fitness function.
In the creation of new, better content, a search-based PCG uses the previous rejected content as the creation base. For example, the new content is a slightly modified old content. The PCG developed in this paper is a test-and generate PCG that optimizes the fun experience of produced race tracks. The PCG is also in line with two criteria mentioned above and as such is included in the search-based PCG family. Typically, a search-based PCG is solved by using a search algorithm. In order to use a search algorithm, the problem of content generation must first be modeled as a problem familiar for a search algorithm. One example of such model is CSP, a problem model that represent a search state as a configuration of a set of variable's values [9] . We will see how the approach proposed in this paper closely follows the convention of a CSP.
Generating Procedural Race Tracks
There are several different approaches that can be used to generate a race track procedurally. Before we explain our proposed method, first we take a look at the kinds of race track that we would want to generate. Also, we will take a look at approaches used in previous researches to see their merits and demerits.
In popular video games, there exist various types of race tracks depending on the characteristics of the video game. However, we will limit the kind of track that we can generate in this research. We are in particular interested in creating circuits, which are tracks which start and end at the same point. This allows the racers to race continuously for more than 1 time on the race track. Also, we would like our tracks to not intersect in the middle, since an intersection would allow the racers at the front to crash with the ones on the back. c. d. Figure 1 shows different shapes of a track according to our criteria. The shape of the track that we're after is (A), a closed one that's free of intersections. We don't want (B) since it's not closed. We also don't want (C) since it has an intersection. Finally, (D) is an example of a track violating both of our criteria. After defining the tracks that we want, we will now take a look at the approach used to generate these tracks. We first take a look at past approaches and then describe the one we propose.
A. Previous Approaches
Previous researches for procedural track generation procedurally fell into two distinct categories in terms of the representation of the track. The first category is researches that represent a track as a set of control points, and the second one is researches that represent a track as a sequence of segments. We will briefly talk about both categories.
To the best of our knowledge, there are two researches that fall into the first category. One is the work of Togelius et al. [3] which in turn served as an inspiration for the second paper by Loiacono et al. [4] . These two previous works developed a race track generator that represents a race track as a set of control points. Then, from those control points, the shape of the race track can be produced by creating a polygon which enclosed every single control point. As a consequence, race tracks produced by this representation will always fulfill our criteria of enclosure and intersection. Figure 2 . Examples of tracks generated by Togelius et al. [3] The research by Togelius et al. [3] focuses on producing tracks that would fit a specific player profile, mainly in terms of difficulty. To achieve this, they first created a player profile by recording a race done by a human player. This player profile is then used to create a controller that could somewhat mimic the actions of the player. After that, the controller is finally used to evolve tracks that fit its profile. Figure 2 shows two examples of tracks produced by this research. 
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Meanwhile, the research by Loiacono et al. [4] focuses more on optimizing the fun value a race track could produce. This is done by maximizing the diversity of the tracks produced, under the idea that a track's diversity contributes greatly towards the fun it provides to the player. Loiacono extends the control point representation by including two additional parameters to each control point. The diversity of a track is then measured by taking into account the curvature and speed profile of the track. Figure 3 shows examples of tracks produced by Loiacono et al. The first two rows are tracks generated from 5 control points and the latter two rows are generated from 10 control points. As we can see, tracks generated from the same number of control points relatively possess the same number of curve. Figure 4 . Examples of tracks generated by Wang and Missura [5] The second category of representation has only been used in one research. Wang and Missura [5] writes a paper about the improvisation of race tracks using methods commonly found in the improvisation of music. This paper focuses more on creating new race tracks based on currently existing ones, and represent race tracks as a sequence of fixed segments. They define three fixed type segment that can exist in a race track each with the same length: a straight, a left turn of 9 degrees, and a right turn of 9 degrees. Then they model the improvisation of a race track as a discrete sequence prediction problem that is solved by combining two algorithms: a lossless compression method named LZ-MS and a string matching algorithm called factor oracle. However, as seen on figure 4, the tracks produced by the improvisation are not guaranteed to fulfill our criteria of enclosure and intersection.
B. Our Approach
We propose an approach inspired by each of the researches mentioned above. First of all, we take the focus of the research done by Loiacono et al. and aim to produce a PCG that can optimize the fun provided by the tracks produced. We also adapt the idea that diversity plays a critical role in determining a track's fun and will also try to measure a track's diversity from its curvature and speed profile. The first difference is the simplification of the fun evaluation function. This simplification is mainly done because of the lack of resources available to create profiles of existing tracks as a base for diversity evaluation. However, given the clear connection already shown by Loiacono et al. between track diversity and fun, we believe that a simplified evaluation would suffice.
The second difference lies on our track representation. To further improve the diversity of the tracks produced, we propose a sequence-of-segments track representation. However, we add several parameters to each segment, enabling variety between segments of the same type. This variety would increase the number of possible tracks to generate. This representation is also expected to better optimize the fun value of the track since it does not limit the number of curve allowed in the track. There are three major components in the our search-based PCG: the track representation that defines the information of a track and how to store it, the fitness function to assess the quality of a produced track, and a search algorithm to optimize the track generated in accordance to its fitness function. Each of the three components will be explained on the following sections.
Track Representation
We represent a race track as a sequence of segments. This is somewhat similar with previous research by Wang [5] , but we improve the representation by adding parameters into the segments. By doing this, we allow segments of the same type to vary greatly and increase the diversity of the tracks produced. A segment of a track can either be a straight segment or a curved segment. Each type of segment requires different information and will be treated differently in the generation of race tracks. Figure 5 shows an example of a track constructed by 8 segments: S1 -S8. The red segments are curves and the black segments are straights. Figure 6 illustrates the difference between a straight segment and a curved segment. A straight segment only contains information of its type (T) and length (L), while a curved segment contains information on its type, the curve's arc (D), and its radiuses (A, B). We define a track Tn, as an array of segments (S1… Sn). Each segment is a 5-tuple containing the information of the segment. Formally:
Note that each value of the 5-tuple has a different domain. Also note that the segment representation fits in term of modeling the problem into a CSP. The variables (X) of the CSP are the 5 parameters of every segment in the track. The domain (D) of the CSP are the domain described above, and the constraint (C) is defined implicitly by the fitness function used to evaluate the track.
Fitness Function
The fitness function of our search-based PCG returns the value of two major aspects of a track. First is the validity of the track; how close the track is to our initial requirement of enclosure and intersection. The second is the fun value of the track; the estimation of how much fun the track will produce when played by players.
A. Determining The Validity of Race Tracks
The first aim of this study is to create a PCG that's able to generate a valid track. We have already established intuitively that a valid track that we want is a circuit that doesn't intersect with itself. From that, we can define four criteria of validity: 1. The track is continuous from the start to the end point. 2. The start and end point of the track lies on the same coordinate. 3. The vehicle's direction on the start and the end point is the same. 4. The track doesn't intersect itself at any point.
A valid track is a track that fulfills each of these 4 criteria. To determine the validity of the track, the fitness function should have a component that can check the fulfillment of each criterion. The first criteria is guaranteed to be fulfilled given our track representation that doesn't allow any gaps between segments, but each of the other three criteria needs to be checked individually using different methods.
The end point of a track can be obtained by calculating the total displacement caused by the track's segments. Since there are only two types of segment, and a curved segment is represented by two straight lines, we can count the displacement caused by a segment by using the Pythagorean Theorem. Given the direction and coordinate at the start of the segment, we can calculate the displacement caused by the segment. Calculate this for every segments of the track and we can get the total displacement of the track. If we add the total displacement to the coordinate of the start point, we will get the coordinate of the end point. We assume that the track begins at coordinate (0, 0), so a valid track would also end at (0, 0). The second criteria regarding the vehicle's direction is easier to check. Assume that the initial direction of a vehicle in the track is 0 o . Since we store the information of the arc of curved segments in the track, we can simply add the arc of every curved segment to get the final direction of the vehicle. If the sum is a multiple of 360, it means that the vehicle is facing the same direction at the end and the start of the track and the track is valid.
As for the last criteria, since we represent a track as a sequence of segments, we can check whether or not a track intersects itself by checking the intersection of every possible segment pair on the track. To check the intersection of two segments we make use of the concept of point orientation.
B. Evaluating the Fun Value of Race Tracks
There are a lot of factors that could contribute towards a fun experience in racing through a race track. This paper adapts the approach previously used in evaluating the fun of a track. Loiacono et al. [4] created a PCG for race tracks in which the fun of a track is largely determined its diversity. In turn, the diversity of a track itself is determined by two things: its curvature profile and its speed profile. In creating our PCG, we try measure fun using the same aspects, although with a simpler approach and formulation in producing the diversity value. The first aspect is the curvature profile of the track. The curvature profile of a track refers to the amount, distribution, and diversity of curves in it. The more diverse the profile, it is assumed that the more fun it will gives to player. We define C(Tn), the evaluation function for the curvature of track Tn as follows:
The first part of the formula measures the proportion between the amount of curved segment on the track and the amount of straight segment. TT(Tn) is an array containing only the segment type of each segment in track Tn. The second part of the formula measures the diversity of the curve. TA(Tn) is an array containing only the arc of every curved segments in track Tn. Both are diversity values measured by using standard deviation of the respective arrays. The final part measures the distribution of the curved segment. The function D is the average of the difference between two segments that are next to each other. The second aspect we evaluate is the speed profile of the track. The speed profile of a track is the diversity of speeds that can be achieved in a track. We acquire the speed data by calculating the speed of a vehicle at the end of each segment in the track, assuming optimal driving. The result is an array containing the velocity a car reach at the end of every segments in the track, assuming optimal driving, Ts. Therefore, the evaluation function for the speed profile of track Tn, S(Tn), is as follows:
Where TS(Tn) is the aforementioned calculated array of speed. Note that these calculations would need the data of the vehicle such as the acceleration, grip, and top speed. Therefore, the required information is determined at the beginning of track generation and the track's speed profile will be optimized accordingly.
Finally, as we have more than one factor to consider, we combine both evaluation function into a single value by scalarizing them into a single evaluation function, F(Tn):
Where α and β are adjustable parameters that can be changed to emphasize the importance of one factor compared to the other. On the experiments that follow, both are set to 1 so that both factors are considered equally important by the algorithm.
Search Algorithm
The final component of our search-based PCG is the search algorithm used to optimize the track generated according to our fitness function. Since we model the problem of track generation as CSP, it is given that we solve the problem using search algorithms common to CSPs. Two classes of search algorithm is commonly used to solve CSPs, backtrack search Search-based Procedural Content Generation and local search. Here we choose two search algorithms from the local search class. The reason of choosing local search over backtrack is that backtrack optimizes its search by using partially assigned information on variables. In our problem, the fitness function cannot operate on partially assigned variables so using backtrack is not possible.
Two popular local search algorithms are selected as alternatives: tabu search [10] and genetic algorithm [11] . In this research we do not implement the search algorithm, instead we use search library since it is not the focus in this research. The tabu search are implemented using OpenTS 5 library, and the genetic algorithm utilized the Watchmaker Framework 6 . We provide two alternatives of search algorithms in order to observe the effect of search algorithm on the tracks generated by the search-based PCG.
The tabu search mechanism for one iteration is illustrated in Figure 7 . Every Move consists of 2 components. First component is 2-tuple of segment ordering, and the second componen is 5-tuple of movement value for each segment. Below is the example of 4-segment race track generation using tabu search for one iteration. Start with random initialisation, for example the current solution is: Tn = ((0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 180, 20, 20) , (0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 170, 20, 20) ). For the sake of simplicity, we only have to change the value of S in Ln [4] in the example into 180 to yield a valid solution. Using the current solution, the algorithm produces every possible move, and calculate the fitness value when each move is implemented to find new solution. Algorithm will choose the best move, in this example is (4, (0, 0, 10, 0 0)), which adds 10 degree to 4th segment angle in order to have valid track.
Apply the chosen move, and current solutio is: Tn = ((0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 180, 20, 20) , (0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 180, 20, 20) ). Move that will undo Ln to previous state, which is (4, (0, 0, -10, 0 0)), is stored in the tabu list. At this state, the algorithm is stop since the fitness value is satisfied the stop condition (valid track). When the stop condition is not met, repeat the second step until the stop condition is fulfilled.
For genetic algorithm, the mechanism after creating initial random population is illustrated in Figure 8 . Mutation and crossover are the evolution operators that implemented in this paper. Mutation is changing value of one parameter in one track segment, while crossover is combining two solution by cutting each solution at certain location, and mix the cut from both solution. Below is the example of 4-segment race track generation using genetic algorithm for one iteration.
1. Initial population is generated randomly, for example we have 4 members (solutions) in initial population, as follows: 2. Fitness value for each member is calculated, and when there is a member that has fitness value conforms to the stop condition, the iteration is stop. In this example we assume the fitness value of 4 members do not conform to stop condition. 3. In this example the order of fitness value from highest to the lowest is T2, T3, T4, and T1.
For example we choose T2 and T3. 4. New member (solution) is generated by applying the evolution operator to T2 and T3.
a. Mutation: we have T5 and T6 as the result of T2 and T3 mutation T5 = ((0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 190, 20, 20) However, to prevent searches getting stuck on a particular state, we employ another strategy outside of the search algorithm. The strategy we employed is restart diversification, a common diversification strategy for searches [11] . Basically, when the search has reached a certain amount of iteration while the solution hasn't yet been found, this strategy restarts the search from the random initial point so that the algorithm wouldn't be stuck on particular conditions.
Result
Several tests are done in order to validate the solution proposed. First, the solution above is implemented as a java program that can generate the information of a track and also display the shape of the track simply. We need to guarantee that the implementation will produces a valid track 100% of the time. To make sure of this, we run the program 100 times and see the value of the validation function each run. The result of this test is that the program achieved a Evaluates fitness value for every member (solution) in population Selects some members that has fitness value above the threshold Build new population by applying evolution operator to the chosen member Search-based Procedural Content Generation mean validation value of 0, which means that that every track generated by this search-based PCG is enclosed and have no intersection. Figure 9 shows the examples of the tracks produced by the search-based PCG using 20 track segments. Figure 9 . Examples of generated tracks
The second test aims to compare the performance of tabu search and genetic algorithm. After seeking the best configuration for both algorithms by using a one-factor-at-a-time experiment design, we arrive at the following configuration for the algorithms:
Genetic algorithm:
 Population = 15  Elitism = 5%  Number of Crossover Point = 1  Mutation Probability = 0.5  Maximum iteration before restarting search = 1200
Tabu search:  Tabu list size = 10  Maximum iteration before restarting search = 1200
Using the aforementioned configuration, we run both algorithms 100 times again for a 20-segment track and compare the result. The result for this experiment is can be seen on table 1. The evaluated fun value is computed using Formula (3), which consist of value of curvatory track and speed profile for the track. The detail of the formula is discussed in section V.B. For example, in curvatory track we have to find the TT(Tn) and TA(Tn), and we have Tn that consists of 5 segments as follows: T5=((0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 190, 20, 20) , (0, 100, 15, 10, 10), (1, 10, 180, 20, 20) , (0, 50, 22, 5, 5)). Then TT(T5) = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) dan TA(T5) = (190, 180). The deviaton standard for TT is in the range 0 (track consists only one segment) until 0.5 (the number of straight segment and curve segment is equal). The range of TA is from 0 (every curved segment has the same angle) until 270 (the angle degree all of the curved segments is either -270 or 270, and the total number of segments is the same).
There are differences on the result using genetic algorithm and tabu search, most prominently on the average generation time. Genetic algorithm is faster than tabu search. The fun evaluation value also differs although it's not big enough to indicate a clear advantage in choosing a particular search algorithm. Another thing to consider is that the termination condition of both search algorithms can be set based on the fun value, so both algorithms are actually capable to guarantee a production with a predetermined fun value. In the experiment, the highest fun value achieved is around 130 for both algorithm. Therefore, the difference in generation time might be a more significant factor to consider in choosing the search algorithm.
Next, we need to determine if a score of around 100 in the fun value evaluation actually translates to actual fun when the track is played, so there needs to be another test. The last test involves testing the tracks produced by the search-based PCG for any fun value in playing it. To test this, we use TORCS, a widely used-and-accepted racing simulator that has been used in previous research [4] . We first create a track in TORCS with the exact same curves as the one generated by our search-based PCG. Next, we ask respondents to try out the tracks and rate the track in terms of fun felt while trying it. 
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We use three tracks for the last track as shown in figure 10 . Track (a) is a manmade track available by default on TORCS to be used as a benchmark, and rest (track b and track c) are tracks generated by the search-based PCG with almost identical fun value, only differing in shape. This, of course, is outside the knowledge of the respondents. The scenario for the test is as follows: the respondent first plays two laps on one of the tracks available on TORCS to familiarize him/her with the control. Afterwards, he/she proceeds to play two laps on each test tracks. After he/she finished, the respondent then fills a questionnaire regarding the track. There were 33 respondents that participated in this questionnaire.
The data acquired from the questionnaires show a favorable result. Regarding the issue of the track's fun, on the scale of 0 -10, 0 being completely not fun and 10 being completely fun, track c managed to get a score of 7.52, which indicates that that track has successfully creates a fun experience for the player. Meanwhile, track a and b both scores 6.52. This means both of our tracks can successfully measures up to manmade tracks in terms of fun. On the issue of the attractiveness of the track's shape, 72.8% of the respondents are willing to try out both track b and c based on looking at the shape alone. These percentages are lower than the control track which scores 78.7%, but nonetheless still leans towards the positive side.
Conclusion
In this paper we have explained an approach for generating race tracks procedurally and optimizing the fun value of that track. In our approach, we represent a race track as a sequence of parameterized segments. In the optimization process, we evaluate the fun of the track based on the track's curve and speed profile. We also made sure that the tracks adhere to our criteria of enclosure and intersection by employing several methods.
The results of the evaluation show that the search-based PCG developed is successful in creating a track that's enclosed and have no intersection 100% of the time. From the result of the questionnaire, we also see that the search-based PCG is also successful in creating tracks that provides a degree of fun for the people playing it, even compared to a manmade benchmark track. However, comparisons with other researches in the past are yet to be done.
It must be noted that the tracks generated by the search-based PCG still needs a lot of processing before they are ready to be played in actual racing games. The search-based PCG developed in this research is still limited on producing only the overall shape of the track. Further improvement and research on this area should focus on adding more features to the track such as track width, track elevation so that tracks that are ready to be used in video games can be automatically generated.
